Hamilton Beach® 1.7 Liter Variable Temp Glass Kettles

Ideal Temperature for your Favorite Beverages: The temperature of your water can impact the taste of your beverage, so the Hamilton Beach® Variable Temperature Kettle has six one-touch temperature settings that correspond to the ideal temperature for a variety of teas, plus French Press coffee.

Six Temperature Settings: This 1.7 Liter kettle’s six settings bring water to the perfect temperature for green, white, oolong, black and herbal tea, as well as French press coffee and hot chocolate. A keep warm option maintains the temperature of heated water for 30 minutes.

Option for Tea Infuser: If you love tea and prefer to steep your own loose leaf tea, this kettle offers a version with a patent-pending removable infuser. You can heat water and steep your tea all in the same container.

Additional Features: After you’ve selected your temperature setting, a soft blue illuminating light lets you know hot water is on the way. This kettle is equipped with automatic shutoff and boil-dry protection.

DETAILS

Product Name: Hamilton Beach® Variable Temp Glass Kettles (Model 40941; 40942)
MSRP: $44.99; $49.99
Availability: Now

Media Contact: Mary Beth Brault  I  804-418-8868  I  marybeth.brault@hamiltonbeach.com